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When one faces any pressure in life (like the ones some of us are currently undergoing), one should 
not think that God has abandoned him/her. The same pressure will produce a song of victory and 
the joy of success. Ultimately, God will savor the juice of praise that the pressure has produced. Many 
persons do not like “pressure;” however, we understand that everything on earth is undergoing 
development. All that we should pray for is that God does not allow us to be pressured beyond our 
strength (1 Cor.10:13). 
 
I was thinking about the sweet juice that I extracted from the orange, which I had bought recently. 
After peeling the orange carefully, I held it unto my mouth and squeezed it; then, sweet juice ran unto 
my palate. May God be praised for His beautiful creation. They are full of goodness. For me, every 
thought or event has a teleological purpose. Every thought leads me to God. God is the source, center, 
and summit of all; He is All in all, “'For in Him we live and move and have our being” (Acts 17:28). 
 
So, I was talking to myself: I bought this orange for a purpose; it was mine. In order to get what I 
wanted from it, I had to squeeze it. Thus, I meditated that if I had to squeeze this orange that was 
mine as to get the juice that savored my palate, many times, the pressure that led me to pray more or 
to glorify God were also permitted by God. Many of us would have had no cause to call for 
thanksgiving party if we were not initially subjected to the pressure of exams, sickness, false accusation, 
etc. When we were healed or vindicated, the juice of praise and gratitude burst out unto God from 
our mouths. 
 
On the other hand, we may not believe that every pressure has divine purpose. Whenever we are under 
excessive pressure, we should also reexamine ourselves rather than get mad at God, other persons, or 
external objects that we think are the cause of the pressure. One major cause of excessive pressure is 
when we are holding onto things or desiring things that we need to unfasten ourselves from. Pharaoh 
went through restless pressure because he wanted to keep enjoying the dishonest wealth from the 
cheap labor of the Israelites; he became enslaved by his desires. Most of the things we want to possess 
or the positions that we seek may be the source of our restlessness. Pharaoh did not let them go until 
ten terrible plagues devasted Egypt. Many persons have already been palgued in many ways by the 
greedy desires they are pursuing; I hope that this write up will help them forestall more losses. God 
wants us to live simple. 
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